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TECHNOLOGY



Technology 
How does AI function?



Two Conceptual Pillars of AI

PATTERNS

PROBABILITY
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PP

Different shapes of 
letter ‘P’ gathered 
during pre-training of 
foundational model 
from from books, 
handwritings and 
other sources 





● Green field: Represents the House of 
Braganza, the dynasty of Pedro I, the first 
Emperor of Brazil.

● Yellow rhombus: Represents the House of 
Habsburg, the family of Maria Leopoldina, 
Pedro I's wife.

● Blue circle: Represents the sky over Rio de 
Janeiro on 15 November 1889, the day of 
the Proclamation of the Republic of Brazil.

● 27 small stars: Represent the 26 Brazilian 
states and the Federal District.

● The constellation of the Southern Cross: 
The most significant constellation in the 
Southern Hemisphere and a symbol of the 
Brazilian sky.

● White band: Represents unity and the 
nation's commitment to progress.

● National motto 'Ordem e Progresso': 
Portuguese for 'Order and Progress', 
signifying the desire for a harmonious and 
prosperous nation.



Flags of Families



Flag of Greenland

Certainty vs Probability



REAL-LIFE AI EXAMPLES
Vehicle recognition

Video taken from https://www.sighthound.com

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1xCfFqGOjALyBPZ6M_V522ySiIQjT_32m/preview


REAL-LIFE AI EXAMPLES
Facial recognition



National flags
National flags are 
National flags are symbolic 
National flags are symbolic representations
National flags are symbolic representations of 
National flags are symbolic representations of countries
National flags are symbolic representations of countries, 
National flags are symbolic representations of countries, with
National flags are symbolic representations of countries, with distinct 
National flags are symbolic representations of countries, with distinct colours
National flags are symbolic representations of countries, with distinct colours and
National flags are symbolic representations of countries, with distinct colours and shapes
National flags are symbolic representations of countries, with distinct colours and shapes.

National flags are 
● symbolic
● visual
● official 

representations of
1. countries
2. states
3. nations

with distinct 
● colours
● shapes

and 
● shapes
● emblems



Token/word Token ID

National 31912

flags 8202

are 527

symbolic 36396

representation 44713

of 315

countries 5691

, (comma) 11

with 449

distinct 12742

colours 2730

and 323

shapes 93159

. (full stop) 13



AI, ML, DL, … ?



AI, ML, DL, DATA SCIENCE, … ?



STRUCTURED

UNSTRUCTURED
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TYPES OF DATA

Unstructured 
data
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Semi-structured 
data

02

Data tables, 
data organized 
in columns and 
rows

Structured 
data

01

Texts loosely 
organized with 
meta tags

Texts, not 
organized in any 
structural form



Large Language Models



Most Common NLP tasks

1. Classifying whole sentences

2. Classifying each word in a sentence

3. Generating text content

4. Extracting an answer from a text

5. Generating a new sentence from an input text



Data 
today





PHILOSOPHY



Philosophy 
How to rethink society 
and humanity? 
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A right to be humanly imperfect?

Preserving and protecting the right to be 
humanly imperfect even when it is not 
economically optimal and efficient.

❏ Right to remain ‘natural’
❏ Right to disconnect
❏ Right to be anonymous
❏ Right to be employed over machines
❏ …



In Search for New TURING TEST

Flea 
market

Jokes &
Humor

Diplomatic
Language

Yes Minister,
Sir Humphry



Philosophy: How to rethink society and humanity? 







GOVERNANCE



Governance: How to govern and regulate AI?



AI Governance Pyramide

Consumer protection | Competition regulation |
E-commerce | Antitrust regulation

Technical standards | Compliance | 

Open source models  

Data protection and privacy | 
Business data regulation 

Standardisation | Trade
regulations | Export
 control  & sanctions                  

Digital industry from major tech platforms to small/medium
   enterprises | Governments | International organisations | 
       Civil society | Tech community | Consumer  
organisations

Governments | International organisations |
   Major tech companies | Civil society | New 
       ‘opinion shapers’ and media

Governments | International
   organisations | Industry | Academia

Microchips companies
  (TCMA, ); Cloud operators; |
     Standardisation bodies | 
        GovernmentsHARDWARE

DATA

ALGORITHM

APPS

Computational power

Source for AI

AI

capabilities

Uses

Issues Actors

Clarity in AI governance - Diplo’s Approach
AI governance methodology by Jovan Kurbalija

https://dig.watch/topics/consumer-protection
https://dig.watch/topics/consumer-protection
https://dig.watch/topics/consumer-protection
https://dig.watch/topics/consumer-protection


Regulating 
microprocessors

Hardware
Computational Power



Regulating data 
inputs into AI

Data
Source of AI



Regulating 
algorithms

Algorithms
AI Capabilities



Regulating practical 
uses of AI

Apps & Uses





ORGANISATION 
& BUSINESS







Cognitive 
proximity

Diplo: How to 
integrate AI into 
business and 
organisation



Reinforcement Learning with Human Feedback



Quantity
of data  

Quality 
of data  

More data

Little data

Row data Annotated & 
contextualised data

Large Language 
Models (Open AI)

Small Language 
Models + Cognitive 
proximity

While the "quantitative" approach will face 
limitations in data availability soon (privacy 
protection, intellectual property), future 
breakthroughs will depend on the 
"qualitative" approach built around high 
levels of 'cognitive proximity’ between 
humans and humans and machines.





Diplo Tools
Wide range of AI and 
data tools 





IGF Knowledge Graphs

Knowledge graph of one day at IGF 2023 Knowledge graph from one session



INDIVIDUALS





REAL-LIFE AI EXAMPLES
Facial recognition
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About DiploFoundation

● Involved in digital diplomacy since 1992
● Established as an independent foundation by the governments of Malta and 

Switzerland in 2002
● Offices in Malta, Geneva, Belgrade, and Washington D.C.
● 30 full-time staff | 80 faculty & part-timers 
● UN ECOSOC special consultative status
● Run wide range of courses on diplomacy, digitalisation, and international relations
● Conduct research on digital diplomacy and related fields
● Develop data and AI tools for diplomacy and international relations
● Alumni of over 7000 diplomats & officials from over 200 countries and territories
● Run Geneva Internet Platform and GIP Digital Watch 



DEMISTIFYING AI


